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Wiley
X’s
clear vision of success
Last year was a pivotal one
for Wiley X, according to
the American company’s
director of outdoor sales,
Ray Hill. Tackle Trade World talks
rebranding, huge product
launches and striving
to be number one in the
premium-eyewear category.
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iley X is
approaching
three decades
of being a leader in
providing ballistic
and ANSI-rated eye
protection to armed
forces, elite lawRay Hill.
enforcement firms
and tactical groups. The California-based
company, which also has a European
subsidiary in Denmark, has also long
supplied premium eyewear to those who
love to take on the outdoors, including
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hunters and, most significantly in its
present business, anglers.
“Just as our tagline suggests, Wiley X is
Absolute. Premium. Protection,” outlines
Ray Hill, Wiley X’s director of outdoors
sales.
“Last year was pivotal for Wiley X in
various ways. First and foremost, we went
through an in-depth rebranding process to
ensure that we’re clearly communicating to
our markets and consumers who Wiley X is
and what our products offer above others in
the premium-eyewear category.
“This included a completely new display/
fixture programme for our retailers, clean
and newly designed packaging and an
expanded assortment to penetrate our key
sales verticals.
“Furthermore, we launched a first-time
multi-platform marketing strategy, directed
at the outdoors (fishing, shooting, hunting
etc), that incorporated various facets and
properties, directed primarily at consumers.
This included new TV properties, revamped
social-media channels as well as geotargeted print advertising.”
Ray admits that this rebranding process
was, as it would be with any international

company, a challenge… but not in the
normal sense of the word.
“Being a family and veteran-founded
company, it took tremendous teamwork
and dedication to make certain that our
company is continually moving towards the
future in the best possible way to achieve
optimal success,” he says.
“With the various markets we penetrate
as an organisation, fishing is a market
that is growing nicely and one that we’ve
identified as having large potential for
our brand. We are strategically pursuing
this market with focused product and
advertising.
“This year shows no signs of being any
less of a big one for Wiley X. It’s launching
22 new models. Within the new launch,
we incorporated 17 polarized models
along with four brand new lens tints to
include Polarized Venice Gold Mirror
(Amber Base), Polarized Crimson Red
Mirror (Grey Base), Polarized Amber and
Polarized Yellow. Furthermore, new frame
colours were introduced such as our Matte
and Gloss Hickory Brown.
Ray elaborates: “Simply stated, we
continue to grow and penetrate our key

market segments by partnering with
key media properties that will assist in
expanding our brand awareness at the
consumer level. In turn, by building our
consumer awareness and driving them
to our retailers, our brand will inherently
expand.
“A perfect example of this would be the
tremendous success we had at all of our
earlier year distributor and trade shows.”
Wiley X, both the US company and
its European subsidiary, are making a big
splash at the international fishing trade
shows this year, including significant
presences at the Bassmaster Classic,
EFTTEX and ICAST/IFTD.
The presences at these shows will round
off the rebranding efforts of the company
and bring its public face into line with the
premium quality of its products.
The continued global success has been
heavily aided by two factors, according
to Ray: the product’s quality and the
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continued strong communication and
partnership with its European subsidiary.
“With numerous brands in the premiumeyewear category, setting yourself apart
from the competition is crucial in gaining
market share and guaranteeing success. As a
leader at the forefront of optical technology,
with close to 30 years of experience, we
continue to be the only premium-sunglass
brand whose entire sunwear line is ANSI
Z87.1-2010 and EN.166 rated.
“Another key difference is that we offer
patented technology with our removable

Facial Cavity™ Seals that have proven
to block eyes from wind, dust, debris and
light, while amplifying polarization and
reducing eye fatigue.
“Lastly, since our inception, we’ve also
provided ballistic eye protection to the
US armed services, elite military and LE
personnel, not to mention shooting-sports
enthusiasts around the globe. These types
of key differences and product versatility
clearly exemplify what sets Wiley X apart
from our main competitors.
“Our largely successful relationship
with the team in Denmark can simply be
attributed to communication.
We’ve made it a priority to make certain
that we ‘overcommunicate’, if there is such
a thing, to ensure that our goals, efforts and
needs follow the same strategic direction.
And where they don’t do that 100 per cent,
we take the time to openly discuss and
make decisions that will benefit the entire
company from a global perspective.”
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